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Abstract Celular decompositions of the boundaries of handlebodies are accom-
plished in terms of Wall's invariants which dete口ninehandlebodies up to diffeomorphism 
([12J). The results coηespond to a globalization of those of ]ames-Whitehead [10， 1]. 
Introduction 
1 
In [6， 1， 1J， the author generalized the J ames-Whitehead theorems [10， 1， 1J for 
sphere bundles over spheres to the theorems for connected sums of sphere bundles over 
spheres. Those results seem to be globalized furthermore to those for manifolds which are 
homotopy equivalent to the boundaries of handlebodies since these contain such connected 
sums naturally as special cases. In fact， the author announced some results in this thought 
in [7J， and gave applications in [8J and [9]. To solve such problems， itis important to 
know the cellular decompositions of the boundaries of handlebodies. In this paper， we 
discuss those in the metastable range. We can describe such cellular decompositions in 
terms of Wall's invariant systems for handlebodies口2J，and the results will be used in the 
subsequent papers. The proofs of Lemma 4， Lemma 5 of [7] are given in this paper. We 
obtain those from Theorem 4.3 and Proposition 5.4 at once. 
Let wzDM+1Utm(LJ;=1Dj×DTl)(2ρ> q > 1)be a handlebody obtained by gluing 
q一handlessmoothly， r in number， toa (p + q+ l)-disk， and letダグ(p十q十1，r， q)be the set 
of such handlebodies. There exists an invariant system (H ;φ，α) which determines W 
up to diffeomorphism (cf. [12J). Here， H = H q( W)，ゆ:HxH→ πq(SP+1)is a certain 
bilinear form symmetric up to sign. For the attaching maps 1 i' i = 1， 2，…， r， ofhandles， 
φdeterminesli I aD;xo， i=l， 2，…， r， that is， the link of attaching spheres up to isotopy. 
Themapα :H-→町一1(SOp+1)is a quadratic form which assigns， toeach xeH;;;.πq(W)， the 
characteristic element of the normal bundle of the imbedded q-sphere representing x. 
Let el' e2，…， e， be the basis of H corresponding to the handles. Then， inLemma 1.1， 
we show that a W has a cellular decomposition 
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δW = (V;=lSf)u{骨 j(U;=PJ)UωD隅 (m=ρ+q)
and伊je7Z'q_1 (v;=lSf)=ヱ;=17Z'q_1(sf)is given by ψjニヱi=所 p 帆 j二 E-1ft(ei，ej)， i， j=l， 2， 
・，r， where E : 7Z'q_1(SP)→7Z'/SP+1) is the suspension isomorphism (2ρ>q>l). Underthe 
assumption that ft(x， x)=O for any x e H， inTheorem 4.3， itis shown that the attaching 
mapωis determined as follows : Let βieπq-1 (SO p)， i = 1， 2，…， r， be the elements such that 
Sβi-α(e)， i=l， 2，…， r， where S :町一l(SOp)→πq-1(SOp+1)is the homomorphism induced 
from the inclusion SOpCSOp+1・ Suchβi exists since Eπ*α(e)= ft(ei， e)=O by Lemma 3 
of [12] for 7z' * : 7Z'q_1(SOρ+1)ー→町一l(S戸)induced from the projection. Then， 
ω=μ+ら(少Jß1+t!oJßZ+ ・十 L;O~杭)，
where i * isinduced from the inclusion i : v;=lSf→人=(v ;=lSf)U {ψ山 ;=lDJ)，ιP'
Sρ→ sfcvLlsf，i=l，2，…， r， are canoni叫 maps，and J : 7Z'q_1(SOp)→ち+q-1(ダ)is the 
J -homomorphism.μis an element which is independent ofα(ei) and the choice of民，tニ
1，2，…， r， and is unique up to isomorphisms of H which preserveφand keep the basis 
corresponding to the handles (Lemma 5.1).μis of infinite order if q宇ρ+1 and is called 
the βmdamental homoゆ!yclas. 
We remember that for an arbitrarily given basis of H， W can、berepresented to a 
handlebody again so that the given basis corresponds to the new handles (cf. Theorem 7.6 
of [11]). 80， inthe above cellular decompositions， we have freedom of choice of the basis 
e1'…， e rof H and the elements βl'…， βアsuchthat Sβg二 α(ei)，i = 1， 2，…， r.
Letj:θW一→δW'be an orientation preserving homotopy equivalence for W， W' e 
K(ρ+q+1， r， q)(2ρ> q> 1). To compare the attaching maps of the top dimensional cells 
of those cellular decompositions as above， inProposition 5ムweshow that after a suitable 
choice of repre剖 ltationof W' to a handlebody， j *J1. μ， can be expressed using White， 
head products in V;=lS{， where μ， isthe fundamental homotopy class for the cellular 
decomposition of aw'. 
The assumption thatφ(x， x)ニofor any xeH means that the normal p-sphere bundle 
of the imbedded q-sphere representing x admits a cross-section for any xeH. 80， the 
above results correspond to a globalization of the cellular decompositions of sphere bundles 
over spheres which admit cross-sections and those connected sums given by [10， 1] and 
[6， 1]. But， differently from such cases， the assumption does not always mean that a W
is homotopy equivalent to a cellular complex consisting of one point union of spheres and 
an m-cell (m =ρ+ q). Here is the difficulty to determine the attaching map of the top 
dimensional c 
K=V~=l{(S~iー1Ue Dii)V(S~iUe Dii-1)} (r=2c) 
対有
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and θis the non-trivial element of 7!n(Sn-1)三Z2if (ム q)=(n-1，n+1)仰と4)or ofπ/sn-2) 
~Z2 if (ム q)=(n-2，n+1) (n三6).
s1. Cellular Decompositions 
Let W=D間+lU{五}(LJLDj×Df+1)(m=ρ+q) be a handlebody of tJ{'(m十1，r， q) 
(2ρ> q > 1) with the invariant system (H;φ， a). In this section， we study cellular 
decompositions of the boundary 計予Tand determine the attaching maps of q-cells. 
We denote fj(S~-lX 0)， fj(S~-lXD~+1J respectively by Tr¥ N~， i=l， 2，…，r. Let 
x=sm-U;=l Tj-1 be the complement of the link Tt1U Ti-1u . U T;-l in Sm=δDm+lp 
and let Y =Sm -U ;=lInt Nj. Then， Y is a deformation retract of X， and aW = Y Uω 
{u ;=pjxsf} ， where lj=fi I sr1xs~， i=l， 2，…， r. We can construct the boundary 
connected sum N 1 q N 2 q …QNrinS隅 byconnecting Ni， Ni+1 with a thin band bi for i= 
1，2，…，r-1. The spheres Tr1， i=l， 2，…， r， are tied with the paths ωi' i=l， 2，…， r-
1， suitably chosen so that each W i goes through the axis of b i. Then， N 1 ~… qNrisa 
neighborhood of the connected link L = Ti-1 U W 1 U Tr1 uω2U…U Tj:iuwy lLJ Tj1. 
Let X. = Sm -L and let Y = s隅 -Int(N1q …同NJ Then， Y isa deformation retract 




H/X.)~ 1 z干.rコZ(i=ρ) 
1 o.otherwise. 
Thus， X.and Y have the homotopy type of V;=lS~. In fact， we can define a map e: 
v;=lsf→ Ycx. so that each e(sf) rounds f仏 xS~)， where xiesr1 is a fixed point 
Then，九:Hj(V;=lS~)-~H/Y) is isomorphic for al j， and therefore， e isa homotopy 
equivalence since Y is simply connected. 
Identifying s~ with D~ /δID~ ， each handle Djxsf of aw ニ YU {J，)(U;=lDjxS~) is 
considered as D~XYiUDjxD~ with identification (x， y)=(x， Y;lfor (x， y) e Djx aDf， 
where YieS~ is a fixed point. We denote Df>くれ，D~xD~ simply by Dj， D~ respectively. 
Then， we have 
(1)δW = Y U (u ;=lD~)U (U ;=lD~). 
On the other hand， !;(Sj-1 x S~)= θNs jH1(SfJJ×sf+l)=δW i+ 1 are connected by the band 
bi for i=l， 2，…， r -1. We may assume that those are connected near the points九(円，yi)， 
li+1(引+l，YH1)butnot at those points.Hence， Df=Dj×Dj， DZl二 Df+1>く D~+1 are 
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connected b iin a W for i = 1， 2， . 00， r -1， that we have the connected sum 
句~ .・~ inθW. each b i1S excluded frmn Y and inc1uded into D問
(8εe Hence， V¥fe have 
aW=?iJ(ULIDj)UDへ
where each D; 1s attachec1 to Y fi I S;-l)<Yi Since Y has the 
of vY ， we have the 
(3) δWこ(V;~lsf)u(ur UDrri， 
where each D;is attachedi to〉;二 bydo 
e. vVe note that if we take e:¥/ア
I S;-l xY) and is the 凹 erseof 
as an then Y 1Sdeformed and 
retracter1 to ε d 
Fig.1(r=2l 
Let's remember the definition of linking elements for a differentiable link defined 
HaefligeI [2] Let 77 ムニfl(Sf-1×幻)ω J二三1，2，…，r. For each j， we t即 ea iink 
T:-lu…U Tj-lU T71U TjjJU … UT~-l of (q-l)-spheres， r十1in nm巾 er，in 
Since the maps 
¥/ム?に>)(~， x 
induce the oJ groups up to dimension each 
an elernent伊je which is the dass of d。




i=1，2，・"， r， where each 7l' q_l(S~) 1S iむ帥ddεd the induced from the indusion 
s?cvL式伊ijis the linki喝 elementof 771to Tjlof the link TjlU 771cs-
Since T71is homotopic to Tf-1i113刑-Tjlif iヰjシ伊ij(件j)is equal to the 1inking 
element of Tj-l to Tjlof the 1inK 771U T71csm(件 j) 年)i 1S the linking element of 
T71to Tj l of the link Tj-lUT7-ICS捌
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Lεt e]' e2，…， C， be thεbasis of H = H q{W) corr行 to[D;>(oJ， i=1， 人
by the is仁川orphismH/ 二Hq(W，D間十1). Each ei isrepresented a q-spherε 制 th
Dj×o as one t悶 εreand a disk E; in as the otl町 eαisthe characteristic 
eleme口tof the normal bundle of Then， since ¥Ve m可 a日umetl削 i8very close 
to Tf-l up to homotopy in sm-T?19it is easilyseen that fOM=FEEtza'(け， vfh日re 九・
n'a_1(SOp+l)一一明q_1(8行Isinduced from the projection 7l : SO p十l--J( 011the 
by Lemma 3 and Lemma 7 of [12J， we have 剥62P54)ニE71ホαand
whεre E isthe Hence， we know出at
191・ヘ. Since E ; "1)_1(5勺一一 1S > we ha'veψ'J二
ムj=1，2， …， r， that is， the homotopy classes of the attaching maps of DJ， j = 1， 2， ・，r， in
are determined by 需品。 Thus，we have 
LEMMA U. Lei W =D間十1U U r xDf'l'l)ρ+q匂 2ρ>q>l)be a 
with the invariant司ysignt(H;489α)，and let el' (;2'・. C， bethe basis 0/ H 
to the q-t.sndles. the 0/ W 的sa cellu必ず
δWニ (¥/;=13?)U(ULIDf)(JD附
叩お homoto釦1eq仰valence. Each is atおched the map伊J=ZLFiJ吉町一1(〉LIsf)
which is determined ，p ij二 E-1や(円 ，e)，i，.fc=l， 2，…?ず@
forrn. The above gives a simpler proof of Lemma 1.1 of 
such cεllular decompositiol1s， we can show the which means that 品 isa 
homotρpy lnvariant of aw 92 of [6， n])圃
Tl-EOREM 1.2. Let W， W' be handlebodies トq十1，r， q)(2戸>q>l)with 
invariant 私的ザ，イ)reゆ andassurne that戸本q-L ，[f / : 
δW-→δW'ka ~mφ= ゆ '0(1;.)〆h) ihe isomoゆhismh=kpuju 
UJ-r，whmh :δW→ W， k': aw'→ W' are inclusio幻S.
s2. The aUaching' map⑪f the 加pdimensio:rnal ceU 
We continue to discuss cellular dεcompositions of thεboundary of a W = 
Dm+1UM)(ULIDf×Dj-ト1)ρ十q，均>q> 1)with the invariant system (H 仇 α). In 
this section， we the map of Dm in Lemma Jユunderthe 
that if.J(x， 0 for司 anyxeH. Sin印刷x，x) = E71 "αby Lemma 3 of [12J， the 
implies that the normalρ-sphere bundle of the imbedded q-sphere representing x admits 
a cross-sεction. 
We may assur民 upto diffeomorphis肌 thateach q-handle D;)< D~+l of W is thio 
enough SO i-hat Df×Dj十1isj附 onehalf of thεtubl出r間 ighbourho吋 ofS;= くOUEj
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iとDm) which represents vherε の…，er !sthe basis of 13 
handle8. Since the trivia1izat1on of the t山山r附 01Ei 18 U叫即日Pto 
we 1.即 estandard stμr叩-nc
i社ttωo 二 δE?下，¥l;lhεr問ε i了?←-1に:is a copy of thεstanda.rd伊ト Then，
Z 一P+l i8 given f ニ (xフ whereα ヲ=αεμ-J， i二 1，
z・'Y， a吋 Tjlisidentifieft with 371×。
exists 菅沼ョー suchthat .5;βi=a:i， i=l， 2号。 r，vlhere 
induced from the inclusion 80. c 80 We take the north p-'~~p +l 
as Yi. Then y九包sfix正e吋du肌町肌ndε町rt出:l力he三op肝er悶幽3叫a抗tiο引仰noぱfS品羽k伊S叫i'and 凶1羽日aλ『刊i
yilμUE; Yi 0ぱIt出hε normal ρ s勾phe臼r閃伺ebu日凶dleε OぱfiS幻 Hence，wε mayass削 ethat each 
DixYi of (1) in 51 !S one half of the cross-section. 
L批 S耳?= D町:ιiU 乙b町et杭干heu山 no吋f即 p近ε臼 aぬ叩叩tr凶凶L口1吋l
let トト二二二ニ二:E町叱イi七Uト凡~ilしUJJiEtL i FS討j止imi口la似r1耐:均 Th巴肌n民3にけ山トf恰 norma叫1p-spl 
b加lJ凹!孔叩叫dlesタトク whi吐char陀色ε問q早叩仰u凶nザ惜叫a1e印nt1)町ythe wherε we no脱 出atアq-lX 
has 










































is identifiedwith 3. collar 
Let 二
、YU(U7 be the 
×ヱ ;lJZ;jlj×yz亡 YU (U ;=pj)， vihere 
to the map of 
to the identificat10n map of 
1)ιThus， we have 
UE;>( -:-i' a叫 on
x DP for the handle Dヨ×
E Tq-1 X EPc >< 
2 寸
判官 >( i)E ar 
(5) ニ for y)ぞ >< S~-lC 
Let 二コ -i問 anopen 恥叫boodof -i in i and let uア→Tfbea 
01 the identity map such that リ二人:二二…， 0， -1) and fixes ア?一 UZ
Then， 1)く isa hom叫 opyof the id印式I'i1，t1jコofTj-l×T?二九回jl×sj)such thatl×イ)
(T:l〉〈EfJ=Tj1〉〈Zz arid l×ujz)fixes 77147juj.Kt Ut Y → Y 悦 the
extension of 1 >< U 1川 f)U U1山 ?)inY Then?Gi islmmtopictoly，the 
map of ，andgJTi-1xE七)二Tj-1×ZzaM gl=1yOR Tj-1× 
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2，…， }ヘ Sj，HceU1 : }T_→Y fix悌
一~YU(υby
ニ 1，2，・ Y，it 1s ex.tended to a map Y 
cf10 
~i! =9; on Y and gl = on ニLL…，J 
1of s?叩 derthe idεntification 
map ofgJニD;X _;uEi 
we have 
y)=(z，zJ E Tf-i 〉く 1'~: for jJ)を ><BPc 
Let ρ:Tf-i×TfLIDj×yz一歩 b合thep吋ectionmap which iswァelJdefinεd 
and 1) of 1 J， itis easily s配 nthat to(示。ψ)reprεse叫s ，0 f!Ji 右
円l J T P ，手討ωwJ伽y成t
Let X;=ご之ずC!町f九101ψPi ， i=l，え， ロ…g日. r. Then， the decomposition in S 1may be 
δWござ- y~ しi(U ;=lD;)U 
up to equivalence. To obtain the decomposition (2)， Vife choose the bands b; ， iニ
1，2， … r-.-l， s印ot出h凶ateach bi iぬsen汎削o仇刊)l工
→1 near the f ρ f叶十νbutnot at those where XiEふlj-1?Xg十1'" 
sf:Jare base poi山. The民主ldoes not the parts a吋 sowe have a 
similar 
awヱ fしI(U" unm， 
whεre D問
-
，[W了a吋 tbeattaching map of D1li is as follows. Let 
Tjl×TflJDj:〈:1iwhich is included iIIYU(ULDP，i=191-yreTlh附ε肌n.伺 chx恥irnaps 
into Q;. Qニニが φOrconnected at Tj I×T??izLZ…， r， isincl吋edin YU 
(U ;=p;) and elDm is mapped 井・4ιinlo Sin心eeach Xi ma伊 θ工)7ninto 
which is a 刻;bspac色of >く T~ ， we can put Xi as ニ(ぷ1) 'vvhereωア
xJ2};δDf-→ア~， andρoQlO
we knovv 
(7)x;1)(59 Y)=z for any (Zp 
(4)， and ヨndfrom the above 
ニSjl×DfUDj×S:17aMJUg
Let a: j>リ(υ;ニ→(VjニjS:)U{'P')(しJ~=lD;) be the canOl批a1extenslon of d :Y-→ 
〉; = A th e h o m o t 叩yinverse oI e. Then， rl，is a 1加ω削mo旧t臼opye叫q叩叩判p似凶u叫山l山h初v刊a刷lel附[
U(ωU ~=1ρb加e己tl加1児eh即 lu山則1悩削呂討10叩nma却p， Fwm the above， we have 
LEMMA 2.1. Let W =D間十lu{ie}(LJLlDj×DT1) ニp-卜q， >q>1) oe 
with the invariant砂'stem ゆ， α)which has the 
el'e21…， e，.be the bαsis H con旬 tothe 
that Ssi二 α i=l， 2，…， r. iη the cellu如
?即Dω 01D加 is ηω10x， where X is
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maJ!l 
Let ) sPb巴thestandard q-disk and the st討;ndard
be the north pole of . Let Q 0 = x S戸u xYo vvhich 1S a 
Q i = S;， U )< Y i ) iニ1，2，・・)r， be the of as Vile have seen in 
each 1S embedded in Y U ( ur as 二 771×TfUDj×yzfor i=1929・ The
sum Q二 connectedat S;-1)く i=1，2，・ r，is also emhedd吋 i口 YU(U7
asQ二
has the homotopy of v S戸 (J~4= か十
of x 1s attached to 
It 刊.virhich is trivial herεsince q~ l' p.li 
it as vifhere we note that lS 
XYO・ Let'l Sq-1 Xダ Xyo一 x vぴ二
letρ く xyo→ bethe DYoiection to tJ:1e second 
which is weH defined. 





the top dlmensional cel 
t.he ¥，九Thitehεad
we can iook 
XYoニ)(
bと the~Jrojection and 
of the 






lNεknow tbat g is a ムq>1). In g induce:s 
between the homolo虫ygroups :.Let Sft -→ x be the incll1sion map and let 
xS戸一→ benrnllPfTI 九: H v-) 
for j <2)う十q-1 and the inverse is
一>H ⑦H =H ¥/ for O<j <2ρ+q-l. Since g"，=iキ
* =(むぷ@印'2)点{n)(ρ)キ二泥水制 itis seen that >(ダ])= [8P] and 
xSρJ)= 
Let h: →叫×Yz=Sj-ksf/Sj-1×yz13ethe camnicalhomotoJ337 
)5"0均←→S問 1¥/8戸isa 
h)ヰ :π ← 4PEm l(SM21〉S行=π間一 wI1erern二戸十qand ρ>1 
Let ì:~ : ダ→い iと 噌 i二 2，・ Y，be 削 O削n凶1吋的叫叫a剖n加1的O叩m削凹T叩ゆp凶hisms. H伽ε印r陀.
denote e印印achfixed 批1吠tf μ 8 ヲJO) o f T ?1 二 f人/βXo吋) χ引 ifthere arises no 
confusion. VI e may each 二 X i U Di xYi with The九 wehave 
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LEMMA 3.1. The r;ゆ Xi δD73→ Qir，ゆresenぉ the elem仰 tXi+ろ。Jsieπ隅ーl(Qi)
which corresponds toι隅ー/DJiβiunder the isomorphism (go h)νi=1，2，…， r.
Proof. ら ?l'm_1(S隅ー1VSρ)一→?l'm_1(Sm-1X SP) is an isomorphism with the inverse 
(ρ1) * EB(ρ2)* (p>1)， andso g*:?l'問一1(Sq-1xsP/Sq-1XyO)ー→π間一1(Sm -1 V SP) is given also by 
g*=ii10(z×ρ)*二 π*EBρ*・ Hence，for the composition 
goh:Gi→ Tf-1×Tf/Tj-1×yt→ sm-1v sP 
and the map Xi :δDf→ Qi' we have (goh)*(Xi)ニふ(hoXi)=(π*EBん )(hoX i)= (?l'O ho X )EB 
ωohoXJ He陀 pohoXi=(え)-lopoXi=(ì~)-loX;2) and represents Jsi by (7) of 32 
On the other hand， ?l'o hoX i :δD7→グー1(m吋 +q) is a map of degree 1. In fact， 
πohoxt maps Dj×sf IofδDf=sjl×DfUDj×sf 1to the base point of S隅ー1by(5)， 
where we note that glニidentityon Di >くれ. On S; 1〉〈Df，bhoxzis give山 ythe composi-
tion of the following maps (cf. 32) : 
品市.1 X U~i) 
sj-i×Dji与Tj-lX T~ -" "1→Tj-i×Tf 
1 生→Tj-1×Tf/Tj-1〉rf=S問ー1
Let F be an arc in T~ combining Yi and Zi= -Yi along a meridian. Then， Cq二 [Tj-1xFJ
in Sm-1=Tr1X r~/Tr1VT~ is a q-ball with the boundary Ti-1XZi. Let I': sm-1→ 
sm-1/cq=sm-1 be the canonical projection， which is a homotopy equivalence. Then， we 
know that I'o (πohoL)maps sj-1〉〈BhJDj×sf-lofδDf=sj-1×Afusj-1×BjuDj×sj-l 
to the base point of Sm-1 and maps Sr1xA~ to Sト 1in degree one way by (4) in ~2 
Hence， I'o(πo ho X i)and so ?l'o hoX i are maps of degree 1. Thus，πo ho X i representsι隅ー1・
We define xi by (goh):llmー1・ロ
It is easily seen that ?l'q(Qi' Tr1X T~)三Hq(Gt ， Tj l〉〈Tf)ζZfor ρ， q> 1 with the 
generator Õ"~ represented by Di>くれ・
LEMMA 3.2. Let j * :πm-1(Qi)→ zmA，Tj l×Tj)be th homomoゆhisminduced 
jヤomthe inclusion maρ Then，ωe have j *(X件[汽， ì~J ， i=l， 2，…， r.
Proof. Let ρ:Tj-1×Tj→ Tf=ダ bethe projection. Then，ρis extended to a 
map p: Qi→ sqv sP canonically since ρmaps a(D;xy炉 rq-1xYito YO・ Letp : (Qi'
Tj-l×Tf)→ (sqv SP， SP) be the relativization of p. We have the following diagram: 
10 H.IsHIMOTO 
¥/ 




? ? ? ? ? ? ?
←??
Gー→斑ダ)ユ九万削ー vSρ ，
Aswe have seen， there is an V and the 
tgo 
group is to 間 l)EBπ (J;>
x つ)一〉万凡~η問 ιωi)ann江lは凶叫幽1吐世曲ムi臼品設他出hi吋la占土t附ε印st出J治hed品11"閃勾ec叫ts別u叩mm
←ニ n:m抄湘4一1」(7 ?「一l)EB π九つ)and maps the s叩u山1泣l町町寸
1明v;，rγehm買γ¥，7εthe
t P* 1 p 
V S;l}_~.，，-叫 vSへめ
On the other 1凶羽a叩叫n凶d孔 Le開削mm
d血耐色efin町e吋d8必1m凶ia訂lげ1防yt切o.y，ピi Vil柄it出ht位凶nv吋ia剖lβr印e印p戸rε問附S記e日附t匂8JC叫i.1寸、ha叫tiおsヲlet ε抗 いx，y川)二 (μX， ε )(Y i 
i立f(仇X， εX and let ニ(丸山))苦 X i if y) E >くDへwherεお:Dρ
ーが/四九 18t耐heεC山a肌削n凶O制閃ω1pro川O吋ωj
iぬsc仰12色a町rt出ha叫tF。xd: 了e叩p陀附S悶e叩口枇tsthe Whitehead 川 [l q ， 草 川 T)and 80 
Fバ =[ιq'lpl Since we lmow that V 三定榔定問 1(39)@Z[Lq，tp]
q> 1) ， thi8 means that j"，。
15申 rnu8tbe iniective on the 
on the (go h)ブ(釘。
1m]"，. Sinceδ[汽二 [z;1J;]=Oin 
， and clεarilyL[3;71;]=九[ιq，υ]. Thus， we 
* * )(JCニびキ ==]*[e.q， 口
R;emar，~. H the has one then -Int /1 
(Sfl×Dr乍 Y18 CO泊sideredas D q )く 叩 to制 f肌加nand so 
lent to Then， Tf-l X Tf in Y i8 to the equivalence which 
to p on X l' Hence the decomp制 tionawニ YUDi>くれU i8 
仰向lentto 戸、ゾ311MDmandpoXl=174d1二九+やが)=p"，Jt:j ト
by Lemma 3.1， Since ムぷ tpJ from the above argument， we have f50 X 1 = [Lq ，り]十
and this coincides with '7) of [10， 1 J.
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~4. Determination of the attaching mapω 
In this section， we determine the attaching maps X and ωin Lemma 2.1. x maps oDm 
to the sum c>= Ql非…呼rconnected at T~-lX Tf ， i=l， 2，…， r， which is included in Y U 
(U ;=rD~). The attaching mapωof Dm in the cellu1ar decomposition of剖Vis given by 
x considering the deformation of Y at the same time. In the following arguments， we 
may assurrie that r = 2 without 10ss of generality. 
Q=Ql#Q2 connected near (xi' Yi) e sr1xSf， i=1，2， has the homotopy type of sm-1V 
(SiVSD (m=ρ+ q). In fact， Si-1 X si非S;一切符 hasthe cellu1ar decomposition (st1 v 
Sf)V(S~-lV S~)uem-\ mニρ+q，and em-1 isattached by [L~_ l' L~J + [L!_l' L!J which is 
trivia1 in Q since Sr1XYi bounds D~XYi ' i=l， 2. (cf. [6， 1 J).More precise1y， we can 
100k it as follows. Let w be an arc of Q which ties the points (xl' y1)， (x2' Y2) passing 
through the cylinder connecting Ql and Q2・ LetLニ(st1vSf) U w U (S~-l v Sn and 1et 
E=(Divsf)LJ1DLJ(D;vsf)，Then，Q/EニSf-1×耳目;1×sf/L=sf-lt sf-1/ゆ Sm-l
(cf. Fig. 2). Let M=Si-lXYlUWUS~-lXY2 and 1et M=DiXYIUWUD~xY2・ We have 
the projection π: Q/l官=Si-1XSf# S~-lXSV M→Sf1 × sf 非 srlXS~/L=Sm-l. Let 
ρi:Sj l×sf/Sj-l×Yz→ Sf， i = 1， 2， be canoni叫 projections. We define a mapρ: Q/M 
→ sf v S~ by composing the projection ε: Q/l官→Q/(l臥Jcylinder) withρlVρ2' where 
Q/(MUcylinder)ヱ (Si-1X sf/Si-1 XYl)IV(S~一切符/Si-1x y2).
{内・九} (X2'Y21 
Fig 2(r==2) 
We have the following diagram which is commutative up to homotopy : 
12 H.IsHIMOTO 
川立に::111{*1*2}、¥smー1VLvd)
Here， * i s a point suitab1y chosen from S 隅 1xSf， i=l， 2. Then凡帥，byreason 0ぱfdimen出凶sion凶s
1&Xρis homotopic to a map (πXp)'・ S隅ー1X (SfV S~)-{ * l' * z} is a union of Sm-1 X sf-
*1 and Smー1XS~- *z with intersection Sm-1)くYO(yo= Y1二 Y2). Since those spaces are 
deformed to Sm-l V Sf， Smー1V S~ respective1y with the intersection fixed， we know that 
sm-1 V (Sf V s~) is a deformation retract of Sm-1 X (SfV S~)一{* l' * 2}. SO， we have a map 
g: Q/直→Sm-1V(Sfvs:) 
We can see that g is a homotopy equiva1ence as follows: Let i: S刊 (sfVS~)→ 
S隅 1x(sfVS~) be the inclusion map and let P1: Sm-1X(SfV S~)→S隅\ P2: Sm-1x(Sf V 
S~)→sf V S~ be projections. Then，九 :HJ(sml〉何vSnl→ H/sm-1x(SfvS~)) is 
isomorphic for j < m +ρ-1 and the inverse is given by (p 1)* EB(ρ2)事 forO<j<m+ρ-1. 
Hence， we have g * = i;lo(π×ρ)* =((ρ1) * EB(九)*)0 (π×ρ)*=1&*EBρ*・So，we know that 
g.([xixsf])ニ[sf]，i=l， 2， and g*([Sr1xSf # Si-1XS~])= 1& *([Si-1xsf # st1xSn)= 
[sm-1]. Thus， g is a homotopy equiva1ence. Let h: Q → Q/l官 bethe canonica1 
homotopy equiva1ence. Then， go h: Q→グー1V(Sf V S~) is a hon附 pyequiva1ence. 
Generally， for Q= Q1#...#Qr and Sm-1 V(V;=lSf)， we have the homotopy equiva1ences 
h， g in a quite similar way. So， we have the homotopy equiva1ence go h: Q = Q1#...#Q rー→
Sm-1V(V;=lSf) for any r. We may identify Q with Q=Q1か・.#Qr・
LEMMA 4.1. The map x :δIDm→ Q represenおαnelement 
X十40lpl+号。Js2+…+号。Jsr
which corresponds to 
ι隅ー1+L~oJß1 +L!oJs2+・+L;oJsr
under the isomorphism 
旬。h)*: 1&m-1(Q)→ π隅 1(smIV(VLd))二九一l(smー1)駒山(v;=lSf)，
where ヱ;=11&m_1(S~)C 1&mーl(V;=lSf) and m=ρ+q，ρ，q>1. 
Proof. We may assume that r=2 without 10ss of generality. Since ら:1&m_1(Sm-1 V 
(sf V S~))→π隅 1(sm-1x (Sf V S~)) is an isomorphism with the inverse (P1)*EB(九)*ω>1)，
g* : 1&m_1(Q/血)→1&m_1(sm-1V (Sf V S~)) is given by g * = i;lo(1& xp)* = 1& *EBρ* similarly 
to the homo1ogy case. So， we have (go h)* = (π。h)*EB(ρoh)*・ Theattaching map X :δIDm 
→ Q is given by x = x仇 ，Xi:δIDm→ Qi' i=l， 2， where Dm=D~qD: and ðD隅ニ θ'D~
#dD:. Then， we have 
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(poh)*(x)=ρ。hox=いNρ2)。εohox
ニ(ρ]v x]トニρ10h]o x]十ρ20 X2' 
w袖h悦 J九2勺 → 5立J刈D勾j×川Y円Fy~ア2戸=T打:l 〉×〈T打叩jシ/T打j1 ×勾Yi，ニ=1，2，are陀 can 叩叩icωa討1h恥omo州 Jy問抑叩叩u凶liva四 】
leεI邸 esand ρ 了一1×T?/Tj一」1×yz一→，T?ニ i=l一， 2，aおτecanonica剖1projections. As w 
havε8een in the proof of Lemma 3.1，向。hバ j=(l;r]o i' i=l， 2， which represe叫 by
(7) of 92. Thus， we haveいohi* 引
On the other hand， we have (πo h)ホx=πoho x ==πo ho(吃 and万oho corre目
sponds to the connected sum of叫ohjo X i :→S7-1iニ1，2， which are of degree 1 a8 
we 1 
T?ク/T!l〉T?二 S?ア一 ，iニ1， 2， are ca山政alprojections. Hε町 e，we know that (:no h)*x 1S 
of degree 1 and so (:no 二 lm_]' Th同 wehave (goh)*X=im_1⑤ヰ舟 We
define ]{ by h):lt附 1・口
It 1S easily seen that 百二lTjl×T:72HJG，ι1771×Tf)竺z+…→-zCP>l， 
q>2) with the ， i=l， 2，…， r， represented D;XYi' iニ1，2，…， r.
LEMMA 4.2 Let j * :九 1(0)→九←l(Q， Ti-lxT~) be the homorno引間的duced
fトomthe仇clusionmゆ VJelUlve 
jAx)=[〈， z;]+[〈 ?z;] 十十 [ã~ ， i;J， 
VJhich is 0/ order (m =ρ+q，ρ>1， q>2). 
Proo/. We may assume that r = 2 without 108s of generality. Let c : Q → 
Ql V Q2 be the map which crushes the cyli凶ercon問 cti略。1and and the arc初 tying
the base points to a and let c: Ti-1 X Tf # x T~)→(Ql 〉 923Tfl × Tfv
T~-l X T~) be the relativization. We have the Eol1owh 
Znzl(Tfl× 1t Tf×Tf)」竺→九一l(OJhmル ×T{再Tjl×70








π間 j(Ti-1X TfV T1-] >(三~71m-l(Q1VQ2)~]rm-l(QlVQ2' Ti-1X vn-1x 
U υ U 
Zm-l(Til×Ti)πml(QJ Zml(Q19Tj-l×Ti) 
⑪ (i九EB(2)* (j山⑪(j2)'" 一一一一→→ EB " l'" - v "' ." 
~-l(Tjl×Tf) 7l m-l( Q2) zml(GJ11×Tf) 
In the proof of Lemma 3.2， we have 8een that a map x~: δDf-oz with trivial 
14 H. ISHIMOTO 
J叫5んi' ~加叫O仏， t仕1悶ernap iC口九担再わ山)c心f4;:δ釦D削ニ凹D了内句叩Dfわ)一一叶心Q
L吋，e臼mma4，1 since 1 ヨ狐str吋iv吋ia凶1β p β 2 . it 18 clear tha t c ，:l川 e π 問 1( '¥)fi 
and we have j 山 (伊K叫}=J人.¥)).:山目，(ペ(
L必刈刈d訓刷刷e臼印倒Iμm叩I日1
Zぢ引;口J)ド=0f伽O町rδ ド 九 lρ(ω Tη:一l切xTη{再Tη;一l切)<T吋叩:D)-→シπ九刑 2(T: l×Tf打、i-1x since the 
topcellot311×Tft Tj1×Tfisattachedt737[z;-J;]十[z;-Ji]Thus，[44]十
belongs to Kεro 二 1mん， a凶 ismJppedto[〈，z;]@[〈，z;]13Yん ilvekn仰 that
間ー1))ffi(goh)ご(九 v a凶 that 九*二j ，~oCホ18iniective 01 
}C l' JC 2'respectively 
and eホ 18injective on jキ
足 that18， 1m九=
and it rnust bεof infinite order. 
and [δ;，zJ]十[〈
smce are on the sl1bgroups 
jホ isinjective on (go 









YN e show that 1m九 h)工(九 v for 九:zwzI(711×Tf洋
1n t1.εhornotopγEXB，ct smmceof EJ1e pair(T:-1×Tf再 x
}' -~:I → 
'x円高 1147く
)< Tf井Tjl×4
where L= UL川"¥IT~) ， we knovv that (九).~ i8 
， rr，iJ l 非 xT~，
and thereIore 
x 非Tr1><
L)三Z 2) and map8 the t印O[Z〈:
VT~一→lV
which 
an infinite of [3J ). 













iI"Jt肌 V V ho 半附 1"- ¥'-1 
¥vhere i' 18 the io io From the 1m九=1mi ，;" and h) 
，;)=0 since πo h L toa Let h': L 
M = U w U to the base 
¥/ be the which 
i'二 h'and 80 
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(Imi;)=Imh;. Since h; is s叫 ective，we have (ρoh)*(Imi;)=πm_1(SfV sn. Thus， (go 
h)*(Imi *)= (go h)*(Imi;) = ((n"o h)*EBいoh)*)(Imi;)=いoh)*(Imi;)=π隅ーl(sfvS~). ロ
In the cel1ular decomposition of Lemma 1.， let K'P=(<=lSf)U{骨}<U;=PJ) for (jJ = 
{ψj}' We have n"q(K'P' V ;=lSf)三Hq(Kψ，vLlsf)さZ+…十Z，and n"q(Kψ'V;=lsf) has a 
basis {σ;;j=l，Z…， r} corresponding to [D Jε Hq(Kψ，v;=1sf)，jニ 1，2，…，r. Let ι;-
Y→ sfckψ ， i=l， 2， r， be standard maps. Now， we have the fol1owing theorem 
which is the conclusion of these sections. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let W=Dm+1U {j，}(U;=lD~XDf+1) (m=ρ+q，2ρ>q>l) be a加ndle-
body with the invariant system但;仇 α)which hαs theρroperty rt(x， x)=O lor any xeH. 
Let e1， ez'…，に bethe b邸 is01 H corre高pondingto the q-handles， and choose βi e n"q_1(SOp) 
so that Sp i ==α(e)， i=l， 2，…， r. Then， there exisおacellular decomposition 01δWas in 
Lemma 1.1 with the attaching map ω 01 D隅 givenby 
ω=μ +i*(L~<1Jβ1+… +L;oJPr)' 
where i* : n"m_1(V;=lSf)→ n"m-1(人)ゐ inducedjヤvmthe incl附 ionmap. μゐanelement 
which is independent 01α(ei)仰 dthe choice 01 民，i=l， 2，…， r， and satis.βes 
j山)ニ[σq，はJ+…+[σ;，t;]
if q>2 lor j* : n"m_1(人)→n"m_1(Kψ，V;=lSf)induced Irom the incl似 onmap. μ お01
inβ'nite order if qヰρ+1 and is called “theβmdamental homotopy class". 
Prool. As we have seen in n， aw=YU<U;=PJ)UD隅 by(2)， and Y has the 
homotopy type of V;=lSf by e: V;=lsf→ Y with the homotopy inverse d: Y→ V;=lsf. 
If we take e as an embedding， then Y is deformed and retracted to e(v;=lSf) by d. Let 
d: YれU以(U斗;ム=lDJ)→Kιψ戸=司(Vη;=lS勾め?つ)U{'P.旬伊骨'PJ}(
"a : (げ?れU凶<U;=PJ)，Y) →(ぽKψ ，ぺ〉可ι;=1♂刈勾め)b恥et恥h恥ere白 tiv由i匂z捌a副蜘t“出io∞n0ぱfd. Then， we have the 
fol1owing commutative diagram : 























? ? ? ? ? ?
n"m凡 lSfμ土→πm-1(K'P) J_*→n" m-i (K '1" V ;=1 Sf) 
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Here， upper vertical homomorphisms are induced from inclusion maps. 
By L四 lma4.1， we have x二 x十九…+ J So Lemma 2.1， 
ω二 lox= X 
M十 1。 十一一:~
二 (do.t )彬Je+ dol)* 十 1
1)μけ九十'卜40/点)
Letμ .t ルJC. by Lemmaμ1S independent of the values αβi) ニ1，2， 
，f Since jJx)=[3192i]十・十[珍しむ Lemma4.2， we have 
j川 =j* l*(x)ニヨド人j =[σ ， l ~J ←十
Here， j *(μ)， and hence J.A， 1S of infinite order if qヰ戸+1 Theorem I of 
[lJ. In the ctefined the relative'iAThitehead product 
円伊パノr ③町村，.ー〉町村ー1(人，v;ニ♂)
18 if q>ρート1. If q<ρ， then にこ(¥/;ニ (v; since伊={ is trivial. 
Hence， the above 120 injective。ロ
Remark. If ρ三q>1， then Q; i8 trivial and 3D a W i20 a connectεd sum of 
bundles 0γer v!l1ich admit cro202O-sections. Hence， the celluiar 
Lerm凶1.1of [6， 1 ] and 
/jに [tl，t;]ト t-[l: バ]q ， "'p
Theorem 4.3 includεs this fact for iJとσ>2.
CcmpaI'Is⑩n心ffundamentaI homot⑪~}iy dasses 
In this section， wεdi2OCUS3 the difference of fundamental classesんい)
r 01 
for an orientation pr・pQ，'nTll1Ylrrhomotopy 1: aw ->avv'，w， w'ε 十1，r， 
q) 二 ρ→ι>q>l)“
Let 仇 α)，(H' ; ， a:') be the invaria瓜 systemsof VV二 D間十lU仏}(UL1Df×Df+lL
VV'ニD間十lUω(U;=ID;>く十1) a孔dassume that剃JC，x)=ずか二ofor aH 
xelI，どεH¥Let{el'…， erL {e{J…ヲ bethe bases of H， H' which 
to the of W， W ¥ 
LEIvlMA 5固1. 1 there exists an 
h(ei)二百;?i=LZ…， r， then the celluゐァ
K¢二J('1" 仰 dμ=μ' those classes。
xh)♂匁d
aw' Theorem 4.3 
圃 1εtω 。ω j=1，2，・0・，r) be the elements of the links X 0) u 
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…U人(S;-lX 0)， f~(Si-1 X 0) U…Uf;(S;-lXO) in Sm respectively. By assumption， we 
have ゆ(ei' e)= rt'(h(eムh(e))ニφ'(e;， ej)， i， j = 1， 2，…，r. SO， by Lemma 1.1， the cellular 
decompositions of δw， aw'， awこ K_U，.Dm，δW'こ K_， U _.'Dm associated to the q> 面 q> 臼
bases {el'…， er}， {e~ ， … ， e;} satisfy K伊二Kψ"whereKq>=(V;=lSf)u{骨}<U;=lDJ)， Kψ，二
(V ;=lsf)U {針}<U;=lDJ). Since伊j二ψj，j=1，2，…， r， the above two links are isotopic by 
Haefliger [2J. So， we may assume that 人ISq-1x 0ザ ;1sj-l×oJ=l，2，…，r. Hence， 
W is different from W' only at the twists of attached handles. But， by Lemma 4.1 and 
Theorem 4.3， the fundamental homotpy classes are independent of the values α(的)， α(e;)，
i戸 1，2，…， r. Hence， we have μ=μ Cl 
Henceforth we assume that there exists an isomorphism h : H -→H' such that 倒的)こ
り，i=l， 2，…，r， and φ=φ'o(hxh). Then， by Lemma 5.1， there exist cel1ular decomposi-
tionsδW=KψU ωDへδW'こ Kψ，Uぜ D'm such that Kψ， is just a copy of Kψ.By 
Theorem 4.3， we have 
ω=μ+i*(L>liβ1+…+心。j孔)
ωμ'+心(ι ，>Jß~+…十 t10Jβ~) ，
where μ=μ， by Lemma 5.1 and βi ' s'i can be arbitrary elements such that S;βα(ei)， 
Sβα'(e~) ， i=l， 2，…， r.
Let gi : δID;XDf+1→ sm， i=l， 2， ・ ， r， be imbeddings such that gi I θDj×o=fi 
I aD;x 0， i=l， 2，…， r， and have no twists as attaching maps of handles. Then， we have 
a handlebody of ，?!'(m + 1， r， q)
WotDm+lU{gz}(U;=1Dj×Df+1) 
with the invariant system (H ;仇 α。)，where we note that (H ; rt) is common to that of W 
and α。(e1)=α。(e2)=…二円(ん)ニO. By Theorem 4.3，δW 0 has a cel1ular decomposition 
awoこ KψUμDm.Let w~ニDm+1U 附 (U;=pドD'f+1) be the handlebody constructed 
similarly to W 0 for W'. Since it may be assumed that f iI S;-l X 0 = f;I S;-l x 0， i = 1， 2， 
…， r， as is seen in the proof of Lemma 5.1， we have gi=g;， i=l， 2，…， r.So， W~ is a copy 
of WO' a W ~ has a cel1ular decomposition a W~こ K伊， U 〆 D ，m by Theorem 4.3， which is 
also a copy ofδWoこ KψUμDm.
Let '1' be W 0 U W ~ with D m+1 in common， that is， 
<ff/'=Dm+1U{酌ua;} {υ;=1(Dj×DT1UD'j×DTl)}， 
and let 
δ'1f'= Y U {U，UO'i} {U ;=l(D; x sf U Dj x S'f)}， 
where Y = Sm -U ;=llnt g;<S;-l x Df+1) and g戸gzlSfl〉〈SC67=g;|S'j-1×S'f，i=l，2， 
・，r. Then， 'irhas doubly attached handles for each i which join at gi(S;-lXDf+1)= 
g' ;(Sj-1 X D'f+1)， and the aspect is similar for δ'1/ (cf. Fig. 3). 
N ow we define a map o :だ=l(S;Xsf)→ δ'irasfol1ows: Let S;=D;U(ー Dj}， the 
double of D; attached by the identity map along the boωndary. We consider each S; X 
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s~ as x =Djx i U ;)X. Define 叱く→Dhs?UD7〉〈S7caybY 
6241J1.That is?si maps Dj×sf，(DfMS?identically on Dns??D7×Spfof 3Y 
In #;ニI(S;>くの， crush each cyli吋erC i= X 1J conuecti昭 x 
XS~+l初 1;= [0， II we understand that every x and in it 
where cOl1nected sums with >< SLl al1d x ト1are performed have a common base 
poil1t the base points with arcs and then collapsing those to one point. Then， Vift 
have a map 
γ:ιx → s= X UI1U く U，0'UIr_1U )( 
wh悦 thebase points of く ，i=l， 2， 00・， r， are tied segI旧
Let δô':S→a'#'~be thεmap品ichrnaps each x (~i al1d maps 1; to the path 
fromJμri， to li+l(xi+1>' Yiト1) the of the band b i which COl1nects the 
handles x ，D;+I x of aw 0 (ぱ判。 Here，note that J 弘 =1，2，
。，r. Thus， we haγe o=グ。γx->a 'JV~ 
Fig.3(r=21 
Let B=YU{U;=I(D; UD';>くyi)}' 
E=f U {ULl(Df×Y1uuf下<y)}.
Sincebi， =1，2，・"， r， connect m-cel1es Dブヲ i二 1，2，…， r， ofa ' a1soθ'1/ is the 
union of 13 and the two 1n -celles D湘 g…叩了3。P加二 1~ 00' ~D':l. note thatthis 
do回 not a cellular of a '}1~ since Dm， D'別 includethe bands in 
common. Let Yf be tbe 工U四~凡治1立泊1抗山1
m 伊
He叩 eV r of 九 18identified 'Nith v r of K o' i日正 Then， E has the 
type of %.伽 theother 刈~) has the cellular decomposition 
U;，Dへ
where 2:= [t~ ，ヰ]4+[494]
Let A be the s由spaceof S defi凹 dbyA=(sf〉spuLU…U1 r-l U¥! and let瓦be
thεof (=1(8; x defined similarly by 二 1，2，0・" r， and (r-l) pathes 
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Since 
that o(¥;;二¥!
Cリ ，i==lj 2.1 一、 r-l.
type OI V rニ
ニAand 
可札アeJnaV assume 
LEMMA [;，2. Let η:K 一歩X':n': の J 一~Y be inclusum m吋3仰 dlet jZニ */a，戸ニ
ヲ Then，
ぷ-二九([ι; ヲ ~~J 十日十 [l:; ，ι;]) 
Mbrh:πmI(vLl(SjV57)) 〉九 rn=ρ+q. Here，ωβut the that tJょere
ex郎 anisomor/Jhisr. h : H -+H' such thatゆ=ψ。(h>〆h)and ='=e; ， i=-=l， 2，…， r.
( 再; =1 ( S j ×sf) ，λ ) hasthe h川ιfρ仁O印y江I立叩l工T
Let ν be t出he0昨凶ri均e凶a討tio叩1泣9εr町 a抗torof 五Hf人ι~υ"刑m(存可ι;i=lρf × S尽功?り)‘ z必)二Z. (臼8， has t1e homotopy 
type of (¥!;ρj×sf)川 L1(SfνLetVl' ~'，. be the orientati叩 generatorsof l-I 
A)~Z十一一I-Z. 1'h色n，we haveν)=町φ0・ 1"where }' : (だこ x
the relativlzation of γ園
Let BU' EO be the 叩 bspacesof δ剖L協W干VF0 二ニ二 YU{ほ仏向5ιむ;}バ(!υU;=二一ニ xS勾のヲ可叩?つ)defir 
Xy幻iんg自ニ ? υ (れ判U;=Jニ叶1D j × y九J伊 Sim一T口1i孔13訂1げ凶rl均片y人雫 V穴1て〈edefine E;ふ forδ θ WD ， EJ9 
(θ W~ ， havεthe homotopy of (K伊UμDへK げに.しlμPDP削 ，_K([J') 
iN e denote the orientation genεrators of H m(剖 Bo}三 Z， δ W~， B~)三 Z
respectively， and denote the orientation generators of /'1"，(θWo' =ZEB…白Z Y1'…， 
τr and ・¥τ;，forfTJ3Wj，B;)三…EBZ. Let 7'， 7:' be the 
induced from inclusions (θw 0' Bo}c 
(aw~， B~)c 
and defi配:むそi~ iニ1，2，…3 ずヲ
resp日ctively，
W~. B~ìc 0' -"~ 0' 
inclusions (θWo' Bo)c 
of τ? 












where d' d" are relativizations of♂， and J isthe inclusion map. We IGlOW that a ~⑪… 
@りニ(7:1-ZD③…⑪(7'7 -;，:.;) from the definition of (j" ai1d that j"仔-7")ニ仔…@
什γ をー;)since ん(計二円⑦…⑦，ん(γ)= 7:{EB… EB 7'~ • from the we have 
ペ("lEB…EB = 7:-7]:' since J帯 isinjective. In fact， inthe homology exact sequence of the 
triad印グ.;B， we have 
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Hm(B， B)三Hm(u;JJbt，u;二JL)=0 
by excision， where bi denotes the cylinder of the band bi for each i. Thus， we have 
(5-* (ν)=にoy*(V)=れ(v1E9・⑪叫)=i--i-'， where盃:(ι(S; x S~)， 瓦)→ (δ広島 is the 
relativization of o and satisfies (5-= d'。ア.
Since Y， Y are simply connected， so are δr， B (p， q>l). We have H;(θr， B) 
主H/δ'7r/B) for i > 0 and the latter homology group vanishes for 0 < i < m. Because， if
T二 2for example， ar; B has the homotopy type of S~ U S~ with S~ n S~ = S剛一 Hence，
the Mayer-Vietoris sequence wi1 show it. So， (δr，B) is (m -l)-connected and π閉(δw，
E)-:;;H問(δW，B) by the relative Hurewicz isomorphism theorem. We have the following 
commutative diagram : 
H隅(#;=1(S;x sf)，λ) o* H帥(δW，B) 》
πm(昨=1(S;XSf)，λ) o* 7I:m(δr， B) 》
Z隅 1(瓦)=71:隅 1(V;=1(S;VS~)) o* 7I:m_1(B) = 7I:m_1(.%) 》
Since苫*(v)=i-ーを， and (δoB-1)(V)=~ ， we have 九(ヱ)ニδ。冨一¥i--i-')=長戸 fromthe 
diagram. Thus，u -，u'= o *([ιL4]+…+[ι; ， L;J) 口
Ifρ<q-10rρ> q， then H p(aw) has the basisεt二 [XiXS~J (xieδID;)， i = 1，2，…，r， and 
Hq(δW) has the ba邸 Sj'j=l， 2， .， r， which corresponds to [DJx 0 J e HぷW，Dm+1)，j= 
1，2，…， r， under the isomorphisms 
Hq(δW)-:;;;Hq(W)-:;;;Hq(W， D間+1)
induced from inc1usion maps. We cal {εl'…， εr}， {S1>…， S r}the bases associated with the 
handles of W. We have ん(ι)=ej，j=l， 2，…， r， for the inc1usion map k :θW→ W. 
Let {ε1>…， ε;}， {s~，…， S;} be the bases associated with the handles of W'， and let k' :δW' 
→ーW'be the inc1usion map. 
For an orientation preserving homotopy equivalence f :δW→ θW'， let s'j=ん(Sj)'
e'j=k;(s'j)， j=l， 2，…，r. Then， {ei，…， e;} is a basis of H' and we can take another 
representation of W' to a handlebody using {件…，e;} so that ej， i=l， 2，…， r， correspond 
の1， ， 
".C 
th13 ne-f~~.r handles 01 T1/;' the basis theoren--:t Of h乳ndlebodi問 [11J)'l'heorern '7 
.Since /c:; i.~:ì and .lホ preservesintεrsectlon numbε):s.， v¥t'e have the 
lemma， '¥Nhich we can ei.ssume that 時 pl'eSenres the ba自己sassoclated with the the 
ha凶 lesof W， Wヘ H]，Lemma 
。nCeiluIar D丘con".ipositions心ithe B()UflQ日ri巴S01 I:el.ndlebodles and Vlall's Inv乱riants
Lel く戸くq-1 or T > (> 1 and lef f。 δf'V-→a Tf/' be an olu::n1ation 
they0.; exists a reiう1'-ese匁tation W' 10 a 
such that f " (e;1 =εi '九バ==c:;， i， /==1， 2~ …~ u)TZe;re εL…3ε" {Ci，…? 
必司ia/{、 withthenew handlesρf VV ¥ 
1.EIVH¥1A 5.3 
are the bizses 
under 
Let l<tくq-1 and let f : θw 一一歩 δ ~/V' be orienおtion
which 817tえj1何人ベリニ ε ， ~l* ç~.~ ， i) j=-=l， 2，…， r， 
ei TiV二三 [( 1I D"'. aw〆ことこ J(.1 bv Theorem 
ヴ， -酎 (p -~ 
IムROPOSITIO)¥f5.4. 
we ha/lc cellがlar











certa仇 ele'l'Jzents19~eít ，{¥/7 J'" q、 10
rnat aJiit il i8 undeT8food that 
It mav be 
Let 
vVe consicler f a map betw田 1 the ceIlular 
aszmed that Jf( KJC K9 a凶 f isic品一1いi桧e日凶叫允a叫I0日 sincε ん(e) 二二 ε ニ1，2， ・1 f 
ρ， .戸ダ一-，→¥*'J~~一\aαゲz
ρ，; (ん 反 ρ ，均2 栴叫メμ/- 刈Z;fμi〆八')二~/*l凶，1μ t t
Then， 've haveφ= ¥6
ニSit l?，'ニニ1j，2;…?
× defi問 d 11=打。んohi:1。
=e;ηi=1，2，… since 
Let h: H-今H'be the 
bγTh日or合な11.2 and 
So， Lenmna r. 







we hav一日 the 
H. ISI-lMOTO 
Here， hOr1zonial maps are a1 induced frmn inclusions and π，泥"t'， andf are relativizations 
of n，η〆， and f respectively， 













from the construction of d， whereσ}ε 
elements represented ;， D'; in K 
J' 
f>ヤ，0 二 {j ;'op~
二 ρ




from the diagram， 
On the other since f埼二S'j， /=1， 2， r， from the 
λ〈=σ'J 1， 2~ 00・，r， For，ぴq' ゲ~ correspond to Sj ， 1';
commutative diagram : 















are based on the relative Hurewicz 
are induced from indusions， 
δ)μ;)=O， j=LZ…， r， there exist 8;菅wεhave j; 
2， "・， 7， such that 
Here， the top 
the other vertical 
ι;=i;3;，jニ1，え…， 7
and (3)， we have Hence， by (1)， 
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んμ一〆=i' 61;，ぺ]十・・十[θ，.，りJ)
for cetain elementsθe ~=lSタ;)， jニ 1，2，・ヲ r. 口
Remark. ln Proposition 5ムifド>q>l，then 4>=4，'=0 andso l'ら:(〉fzd)〉{¥/1=1
sp， K92(〉 Llsつ V(V;=lS'~). Wehaγεμ= ::E; ;=1[ιト ι;]J'zZL1[ どし ι'~J Theorem 
4.3 and the remark園 Sinceん(円)=ε;~ fぷSj)=r;j，i， j=l， 2，…， r， itis easily seen that 
f *(l~)=['~ and there εxists rF吉 n，(v:_15';) such that fホピヱl，'~十日 33pi2192 … T， i': q/ q -----" --~~- ~ ~~--，~._~ .~ ..'~jJ\ V j==l'- f' ~......--~~ "'~~........ .1 不 p 0' /J 
¥! .;=1 s下KψLemma2.2 of [6， 1 ]). Theぱ 0陀 wehave a similar forrr 
んμ一μ 心([ιエ 十・・十[ピq' θ~J)
at once。
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